MPLS-TP Transport for
IP/Ethernet and Multiservice TDM
G7820
G7860A
O9400R-PTN
O9500R-PTN
iNET EMS
iNMS NMS

Loop Telecom owns a large expertise of Multiservice Access and Transport over TDM/PDH links, over SDH/SONET
and over Packet with TDM PseudoWire over IP or Ethernet. Now we produce new Packet Network Transport PTN
using MPLS‐TP to carry deterministic TDM Multiservice flow with high security.
MPLS‐TP solutions support Mission Critical Communication as in the Power industry with teleprotection, Air Traf‐
fic Management, Railway‐Mobility, Oil & Gas, Defense and Carriers for customers that require high level of band‐
width stability, latency and security to transport voice communication, SCADA, signalization, power control…
The MPLS‐Transport‐Profile is the right evolution for TDM/SDH/SONET infrastructures to carry the Multiservice
TDM together with high volume of packets and it is easier to deploy stable transport than IP/MPLS or IP and Car‐
rier Ethernet for long distances, thanks to:
 MPLS‐TP is Connection‐Oriented using LSP from edge to edge which is easy to deploy the circuits as PseudoWire
 MPLS‐TP has a static planning that is provided by an unique NMS for the Multiservice TDM access, SDH/SONET,

PseudoWire and the creation of circuits over multiple transports,
 MPLS‐TP with bidirectional LSP supports determinist performance for bandwidth, latency, jitter and timing,
 MPLS‐TP transports large and dynamic bandwidth IP/Ethernet as E‐Line, E‐LAN and E‐Tree services by VPWS,

VPLS or H‐VPLS,
 PseudoWire end‐to‐end (PW) transport Multiservice TDM (E1/T1, FE1/FT1, voice, serial…), SDH, SONET, low

rate Ethernet SCADA… with their frequency and timing synchronization for symmetric and asymmetric traffics,
 Loop Telecom MPLS‐TP devices support multiples protection based on PseudoWire on LSP/Tunnel as 1+1 or 1:1

to optimize the bandwidth utilization or recovery time, always less than 50ms,
 MPLS‐TP OAM verify the integrity of PW and LSP which is always more flexible than SDH,
 MPLS‐TP Loop Telecom switches support together GE/10GE MPLS‐TP for aggregation and core network, and

GE/10GE Carrier Ethernet 2.0 interfaces for access services,
 In development the support of IP/MPLS Layer 3 LDP *

MPLS‐TP product range from Loop Telecom includes:
‐ G7860A, G7820 MPLS‐TP 10GE switches with optional E1/T1, SDH/SONET access interfaces for PseudoWire
‐ O9400R, O9500R SDH/SONET/Multiservice ADM/TM with redundant 100Gbps non‐blocking capacity MPLS‐TP
switches to support together 10GE MPLS‐TP networks and STM16/OC48 SDH/SONET networks that authorize the
deployment of circuits/applications crossing both networks with an unique iNET/iNMS management.
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From Multiservice Analog, Serial, TDM ... Over SDH/SONET

Loop Telecom has extensive expertise to access, transport, and encapsulate voice, analog signal, synchronous,
asynchronous, legacy interfaces, teleprotection, dry contacts…and low rate SCADA Ethernet over TDM or Packet
networks. Starting from E1/T1, then all multiservice interfaces we have naturally developed SDH/SONET transport
solutions, PseudoWire Emulation over PSN IP/Ethernet and then large organized Packet Transmission Network
PTN with MPLS‐TP. We gateway and bridge all these technologies to save CAPEX and OPEX.

Definitions
Mul service This includes the technical/industrial applica ons as voice, analogue data, asynchronous and synchronous low rate, con‐
tact relay informa on, teleprotec on... using standard or old interfaces, named legacy, generally their rate do not exceed 2Mbps.
TDM The Time Domain Mul plexing makes the conversion of mul service applica ons in digital informa on nx64kbps Time Slots or DS0
framing or unframed with E1, T1, E3, T3 interfaces. They are cross‐connected by DCS/DACS and transported over copper, ﬁber, microwave
point to point or mul plexed by a SDH/SONET device.
PDH The Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy is the old communica on technology between TDM nodes with similar clock. Now TDM nodes
are synchronized with the same clock and don’t need hierarchy. But PDH name is o en used to talk about TDM DS0 circuits and equipment.
SDH

The Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (ETSI) makes the transport over ﬁber STM1/4/16/64/256 links of the TDM circuits, ATM circuits
and Ethernet EoS within a hierarchy of transport using VCxx containers. Main advantages of SDH are to carry independent circuits, with each
independent synchroniza on, the absolute QoS because the bandwidth is permanently reserved in the pipe, the mechanism of protec on in
ring, bus or Mesh ﬁber infrastructures, and the end‐to‐end management of transmission quality.

SONET The Synchronous Op cal Networking (ANSI) is the same technology and supports the same advantage as SDH but with ANSI deﬁni‐
ons and transport over ﬁber with OC3/12/48/192/768 hierarchy.

PW (or PWE3) The PseudoWire Emula on End‐to‐End is used to transport a service such as TDM (E1/T1/E3/DS3), SDH, ATM, Ethernet
with VLAN, Q‐in‐Q, SAN…over Packet Switched Network (PSN): IP, Ethernet or MPLS. Diﬀerent emula ons are used like SAToP for unframed
E1/T1/E3/T3, CESoPSN for framed TDM DS0 and CEP for channelized SDH/SONET at VCx/VTx level.

PTN The New Genera on “Packet Transport Network” combines the advantage of the SDH with the high capacity transport of the packet
technology. This technology takes the packet switching network as the core of transport. PTN uses either Carrier Ethernet or MPLS as the
transport encapsula on running over GE/10GE. Together with Ethernet Synchronous (SyncE) ﬁbers and PTP 1588v2 ming technologies, PTN
provides a high capability of sta s cal mul plexing for carrying the TDM (SDH/PDH), ATM, and Ethernet services in PWE3. PTN insures the
Opera on Administra on Maintenance (OAM) with synchroniza on and the full end‐to‐end circuit protec on.

MPLS‐TP
The Mul protocol Label Switching ‐ Transport Proﬁle is a variant of the IP‐MPLS protocol issue from Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) together with Interna onal Telecommunica on Union Telecommunica on Standardiza on (ITU‐T). The MPLS applies a Label
Switching Path (LSP) on packet from mul ple protocols to accelerate the speed of their distribu on in Mesh infrastructure or over VPN with‐
out packet analysis.
The MPLS‐TP is a connec on‐oriented packed switched proﬁle and the administrator will implement them like circuits of SDH infrastructure.
Therefore, MPLS‐TP features the OAM func ons for the Alarm Monitoring and Alarm Signaling, Traﬃc Diagnosis and Circuit Performance
Monitoring at every layer (Sec on, LSP, PW). In addi on, this layer 2.5 protocol op mizes the transport over PTN infrastructure with en‐
hanced carrier‐grade protec on switching, OAM and clock/ ming synchroniza on by using SyncE and PTP 1588v2.
TDM, ATM, Frame Relay are carried in Edge‐to‐Edge PWE3 and switched Ethernet is connected over VPWS point‐to‐point or VPLS to support
Mesh mul point.
LER/LSR The Label Edge Router (LER) is referring to both end Edge Routers of a circuit while the Label Switch Router is referring to the
intermediate nodes performing Label Switching along the LSP. The MPLS label added to the packets leads to LER/LSR a high switching speed.
LSP The Label Switching Path is one of the label switching path that the Tunnel traﬃc is actually ride on. The LSP is used to carry several
PW/VPWS/VPLS between two ends. The bidirec onal LSP is generally taking the same path for both forward and backward direc on to guar‐
antee the same delay back and forth. The LSP is a ached to the both‐end LERs and to the crossed LSRs in between.
MPLS‐TP Tunnel A tunnel basically consists of one or two LSP (working and protec on) between two LERs. Several TDM‐PW, VPWS,
VPLS will be a ached to this virtual link or Tunnel.
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to PTN MPLS-TP/Carrier Ethernet transport

Loop Telecom PTN MPLS-TP hardware solutions

O9400R

O9500R

Models

G7820

G7860A

Func on PTN
Packet Transport Network

PTN GE/10GE Switch
120Gbps 8x10GE, 48xGE
SyncE*, PTP 1588v2*

PTN GE/10GE Switch
85Gbps 6x10GE, 4/20xGE
SyncE, PTP 1588v2

MPLS‐TP

Switching/Bridging L2

Switching/Bridging L2

MPLS‐TP Switching/Bridging, IP/MPLS (LDP)*

Carrier Ethernet CE 2.0*
over MPLS‐TP & VLAN

CE Switching/Bridging
L2, L3 router*, VRRP*

CE Switching/Bridging L2

CE Switching/Bridging L2
L3 Router: Sta c, RIP v1/2, OSPF v2/3, VRRP

Func on SDH/SONET
Op cal interfaces
Tributaries

‐

Access‐TM
STM1/4,OC3/12,
E1,T1,DS3*

ADM/TM/Cross‐connect
STM1/4/16, OC3/12/48,
E1,T1,DS3*

ADM/TM/Cross‐connect
STM1/4/16, OC3/12/48,
E1,T1,DS3*

Func ons PDH/DACS
Mul service

‐

‐

‐

DS0/n 64k Mul plexer
analog, voice, serial...

2 CCPA
2 PTN10G

with

2 CCPA
2 PTN10G

with

PTN GE/10GE Switch op onal cards
100Gbps 6x10GE, 16xGE, op on 2 cards of 10xGE
SyncE, PTP 1588v2

Emula on, Encapsula on and Transporta on
TDM Services

Emula on E1/T1: SAToP PW ‐ O9500R FE1/FT1: CESoP PW / CAS‐CESoP PW
VCn/TU‐n/VT‐n/STS‐C : CEP PW ‐ PDH Timing recovery ACRDCR/System

‐

Encapsula on over MPLS‐TP: TDMoMPLS with PW label and MPLS Tunnel (LSP)
Encapsula on over Carrier Ethernet: TDMoE MEF‐8 with ECID, MAC des na on
Encapsula on over IP : TDMoverIP with UDP port and IP des na on

TDM payload transport
Ethernet
E‐Line, E‐LAN, E‐Tree

Encapsula on over MPLS‐TP: VPWS, VPLS or H‐VPLS bridging with PW Label and MPLS Tunnel (LSP Label)
Na ve Ethernet packets

IP payload over MPLS‐TP
Management systems for
TDM, SDH, PW & MPLS‐TP

IPoMPLS with PW Label, MPLS Tunnel (LSP) with L3*

iNET EMS for Node management for TDM, SDH and PW circuits se ng, tunnel/LSP/PW crea on
iNMS NMS for Node and Network TDM/SDH/PW/MPLS‐TP management with auto‐commissioning

IP/Ethernet transport over MPLS‐TP
VPWS
The VPWS is a point‐to‐point Ethernet
Layer2 bridging service providing an E‐line service
over MPLS‐TP. This can carry VLAN with simple or
double tagging.

VPLS A VPLS is a mul point‐to‐mul point Ether‐
net Layer2 bridging service using fully meshed topo‐
logy. VPLS supports Virtual Private LAN, EPV‐LAN, or
EPV‐Tree Services over MPLS‐TP. For this service
each node is connected to each other by a single PW
over MPLS‐TP tunnels. For all nodes of these VLSP,
the Ethernet ports are connected with a unique
bridge per PW over MPLS‐TP. An Ethernet port with
2 WAN will support 2 bridges front of PWs.
H‐VPLS

When too many VPLS instances are
required with huge number of meshed PW and tun‐
nels, the Hierarchical‐VPLS (H‐VPLS) can be an alter‐
na ve solu on to divide the ﬂooding into separate
VPLS domains, also known as mul ‐domain VPLS by
spli ng the load of single domain into small ones.
The End‐to‐end PseudoWires a ached with TDM, Ethernet, or IP payloads are transported inside the LSP/VLSP over MPLS‐TP Tunnels from
node to node with simple labelling. MPLS‐TP is a cost‐eﬃcient packet transporta on technology with standardized QoS, OAM, and protec‐
on. MPLS‐TP services transport customer traﬃc via dedicated tunnels.
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Analogue, Low Rate signals, E1/T1, Ethernet over PW-MPLS-TP

These PTN devices let deploy‐
ment of large IP/Ethernet ser‐
vices and TDM/SDH/SONET
PseudoWire Emulation Point to
point over GE/10GE pipes or
MESH Network.

Loop G7860A and G7820 are powerful PTN switches which support MPLS‐TP and
Carrier Ethernet for many industrial and secured applica ons. The G7860A add
TDM interfaces E1/T1, STM1‐4/OC3‐12 with a PseudoWire Emula on gateway to
cross these circuits Edge‐to‐Edge over the MPLS network.
10GE PTN MPLS-TP/Carrier Ethernet Switch
TDM PseudoWire gateway
The G7860A is a 85G packet Layer 2 switch, the mother board supports six

G7860A
PTN Concentrator, Backbone,
Service Aggrega on Device,
MPLS‐TP / Carrier Ethernet
 6 GE/10GE SFP+, 4 GE SFP
 2 modules for
 8 GE SFP or 8 FE/GE RJ45
 4 STM1 or 1 STM4 SFP
 32 E1/T1 with SCSI
PseudoWires Emula on PW
 E1, T1, FE1, FT1,
VC11/12/4, TUn, VT‐n/STS‐n
 ACR or DCR
 1000 PW/LSP, CESoPSN,
SAToP, MEF‐8(CESoEth), CEP
 VPWS, VPLS, H‐VPLS for
Ethernet services
Layer 2 switch , L3 router**
 85GB non blocking switch
 Services E‐Line/E‐LAN/E‐Tree
 VLAN , Q‐in‐Q , QoS
 SyncE GE/10GE ports,
 IEEE1588v2 slave, boundary
transparent clock, Stratum 3
 TOD and 1PPS interfaces
 OAM 802.1ag, Y.1731, 802.3ah
Protec on
 LSP 1+1/1:1 <50ms
 ELPS G.8031, ERPS G.8032
 RTSP/MPSP, IEEE 802.1w/1s

G7820
PTN Aggregation Device, Metro,
Enterprise, Data Center
MPLS‐TP / Carrier Ethernet
 8 GE/10GE SFP+, 48 FE/GE
MPLS‐TP PseudoWire Emulation
 VPWS, VPLS, H‐VPLS
Layer 2 switch , L3 router*
 120GB wire‐speed switching
 Services E‐Line/E‐LAN/E‐Tree
 VLAN , Q‐in‐Q , QoS
 Router: Sta c, RIPv1/2, OSPF

 VRRP*, L3 Mul cast PIM**
 SyncE* GE/10GE ports,
 IEEE1588v2**, Stratum 3
 OAM 802.1ag, Y.1731, 802.3ah

Protec on
 LSP 1+1/1:1 <50ms
 ELPS G.8031, ERPS G.8032
 RTSP/MPSP, IEEE 802.1w/1s
* in implementa on
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10GE SFP+, four 1GE SFP and 16 E1/T1 built‐in interfaces ports. Two hot‐
swappable plug‐in slots scale up the capacity with addi onal modules 32 E1/T1, 1 or 4 STM‐n/OC‐n or 8
GbE to support up to 80 E1/T1, 2 STM4 and 20 GE SFP or copper.
It supports simultaneously MPLS‐TP and Carrier Ethernet (EPL, EVPL, ELAN, EVC, E‐Tree, EV‐Tree de‐
ﬁned in MEF) for packet transporta on. Layer 3 rou ng will be implemented for IP/Ethernet access*.
G7860A is a gateway for PDH and SDH/SONET networks to enter PSNs using Circuit Emula on and En‐
capsula on technologies TDMoE, TDMoIP, and TDMoMPLS. The G7860A is grooming FE1/FT1(PW) in
E1/T1 with CAS support, and avoids the use of a DS0/n.64K DACS in TDM side.
This compact G7860A 1U height enable customers to construct a hub, ring, or mesh 10G packet net‐
work with ul mate ease.

PseudoWire Emula on for transport TDM/PDH and SDH/SONET circuit.
G7860A/PTN10G support the TDM circuit PseudoWire Emula on End‐to‐End (PW or PWE3) as TDMoE,
TDMoIP across Packet‐Switched Networks, and TDMoMPLS across MPLS‐TP LSP, including :
‐ the TDM data Unframed or Framed,
‐ the bit streams for the CAS with Mul ‐frame in G7860A,
‐ the CRC control and CCS for ISDN E1/T1, and the clock synchroniza on
Packet networks are elas c and TDM links require high stability and low latency. In order to emulate
correctly the PW we have to select the adapted emula on protocol to the interfaces type, the size of
the packets and the buﬀer size to limit ji er delay. Loop provides tools and OAM to control these pa‐
rameters. The latency to access both ends of PW is longer than SDH/SONET, but the transit over LSR
node is around 2ns per node, then global latency is o en shorter with MPLS‐TP than SDH/SONET.

TDM PseudoWire emula on Protocols
SAToP (RFC 4553). This emula on transports only unframed interfaces E1, T1, E3, DS3.
This simple emula on protocol is mainly used for mobile transport, generally by telco.
CESoPSN (RFC 5086). This emula on transports only framed n.64kbps service E1, DS1, E3 and DS3 cir‐
cuits only. This protocol is used by industry, Scada, teleprotec on, small independent circuits with few
TS/DS0 dispatched to diﬀerent applica on server or NTU.
MEF‐8 or TDMoE design by MEF Metro Ethernet Forum supports framed service n.64kbps, E1, DS1, E3
and DS3 circuits over Ethernet.
CEP (RFC4842). This emula on transports only SDH/SONET VCn/TU‐n/VT‐n/STS‐n interfaces.

Ethernet services E‐Line, E‐LAN, E‐Tree
VPWS supports point‐to‐point LSP with VLAN (1Q and Q‐in‐Q) tagging
VPLS and H‐VPLS bridging support mul point LAN structure with 32K Mac add. and 2K VPLS instances.

Traﬃc Engineering: Algorithms to guarantee and op mize bandwidth per service
Traﬃc Engineering in QoS controls bandwidth of data ﬂow with metering algorithms to reshape rate
ﬂuctua ons by applying buﬀers to accommodate burst traﬃc metering algorithms using Token Bucket
(TB): Single Rate Three Color (SRTC), Two Rate Three Color (TRTC) and Hierarchical QoS (H‐QoS).
The administrator can deﬁne for each PW Service, for MPLS‐TP LSP and/or Tunnel :
The Traﬃc rate CIR (Commi ed Informa on rate Kbps/Mbps) and PIR (Peak Inform. Rate Kbps/Mbps)
and to moderate the traﬃc the CBS (Commi ed
Burst Size KB/MB) and PBS (Peak Burst Size KB/MB).
Ingress packets will be marked with three colors
according to whether and how much they exceed
conﬁgured burst sizes. The algorithms regulate the
tunnel’s traﬃc.
Then OAM PW, TDM PW and SDADA Ethernet PW
transmission are guaranteed by CIR and the Tunnel
BW is shared according PIR and Traﬃc Engineering
algorithms .

G7820 is a 120G packet Layer 2 switch with 8 GE/10GE SFP+ and 48 FE/GE copper. Its supports simul‐
taneously MPLS‐TP and Carrier Ethernet (EPL, EVPL, ELAN, EVC, E‐Tree, EP‐Tree deﬁned in MEF) for
packet transporta on. Layer 3 rou ng will implemented in IP/Ethernet access*.
This MPLS‐TP/CE power switch make it easy to build mesh 10G packet network and connect large ac‐
cess Ethernet devices RTU, SCADA... par cularly with ming synchroniza on PTP in EPV‐Line or EPV‐
Tree.
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Rings, Bus, Mesh Network protected MPLS-TP transport

Network infrastructure for long distance Railway/Mobility infrastructures

Mobility/Railway transporta on applica on are moving to packet communica on, the IP/Ethernet demand has grown drama cally, even
though reduced, the TDM mul service require stable bandwidth, low latency with high level of security of transport. Loop Telecom PTN solu‐
ons with MPLS‐TP or CE protocols are combining GE pipes for large bandwidth packet and the evolu ve applica on together with stable
TDM PseudoWire interconnec ons.
The G
A PTN‐MPLS‐TP, with GE/ GE, up to
GE and E or STM/OC interfaces can provide up to three Gigabit rings for simple or
Mesh infrastructure with frequency and phase synchroniza on, OAM, ﬁxed and op mize bandwidth control and LSP protec on. It is more
ﬂexible than SDH/SONET for Mobility infrastructures. Then, the G
A concentrate Ethernet and TDM Mul service access connec on.
To increase the poten al of the node two G
A can be stacked for CPU and MPLS‐TP engine redundancy. This GB switch support the
LACP aggrega on GE and GE for large pipe. Based on Layer . switching the G
A will support rapidly sta c, RIP and OSPF rou ng on
Ethernet access with VRRP to avoid access switch addi on and later Layer features will be implanted on the WAN as IP/MPLS LER/LSR.

MPLS-TP for IP/Ethernet application in Mobility, Oil & Gas, Power, industrial automation...

The deployment of IP or Ethernet infrastructure over MPLS‐TP can be a solu on for industrial applica on requiring long distance interconnec‐
on and support of PTP
for Point to Point or Point to mul point ming sensi ve .
Thanks to the Connec on‐Oriented using LSP from edge to edge of the MPLS‐TP organiza on is easy to deploy the circuits as PseudoWire
between packet RTUs or RTUs to NTU or deploy IP‐PMR/Trunked radio and track these links with OAM per LSP or PW. IP
A and IP
*
are suppor ng SyncE and PTP necessary for high precision ming from NTU to RTUs or between RTUs with transparent PTP
v .
iNET or iNMS are the tools to make easy this deployement.

www.LoopTelecom.com
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TDM/SDH/SONET and PTN MPLS-TP networks active together

O9400R & O9500R SDH/SONET
systems with PTN10G switch
card support the PTN MPLS‐TP
transport networks together
with TDM transport and the
Multiservice DS0/n.64k Access.

PTN10G
PTN Switch card for backbone
MPLS‐TP, Carrier Ethernet 2.0*
With 2 redundant cards:
 6 GE/10GE SFP+, 16 GE SFP
 2.5G TDM/SDH backplane
PseudoWires Emula on
 E1, T1, FE1, FT1,
VCxx, TUn, VT‐n/STS‐n
 ACR or DCR
 PW/LSP, SAToP, CESoPSN,
MEF‐8 (CESoEth), CEP
 VPWS, VPLS, H‐VPLS
for Ethernet services
Layer 2 switch, L3 router
 100GB switch
 E‐Line/E‐LAN/E‐Tree
 VLAN , Q‐in‐Q , QoS
 SyncE GE/10GE ports,
 IEEE1588v2 slave, boundary
transparent clock, Stratum 3
 OAM 802.1ag, Y.1731, 802.3ah

 Router: Sta c, RIP v1/2, OSPF
v1/2, VRRP*

 IP/MPLS: LDP **

The O9400R and O9500R are powerful SDH/SONET Mul plexers with mul ple
STM16/OC48 rings. Thanks to PTN10GE switch cards they support together TDM
networks and PTN with MPLS‐TP or Carrier Ethernet networks. They run together
and bridge both architectures, they permit a smooth migra on of circuits over
packet with high determinism and mix transport protec on.
They guarantee conven onal TDM deployment and 10GE dynamic bandwidth.
Protection of TDM services, of Packet traffic and infrastructure:
The PTN10G, G7860A, G7820 are using mul ple process to guarantee the protec on of transport:
‐ The OAM at the level of Ethernet interfaces, LSP and PW are tracking the availability of network and its
bandwidth by sec on and End‐to‐end over diﬀerent tunnels.
‐ The LSP protec on of the tunnel guarantees the end to end transport of PW, VPWS and VPLS.
‐ The PW protec on guaranty the emula on end‐to‐end of the service/applica on.
Globally, for the deployment of MPLS‐TP, the OAM is providing the monitoring of the infrastruc‐
ture and in order to serve mandatory/standard services, the protec on will apply at the TDM
level, of the PW and/or only by implementa on of tunnel with automa c protect scheme.

Operation Administration Maintenance can be set from simple to sophisticated
The OAM on PTN Ethernet structure is covered by the sec on (EFM) IEEE 802.1af, on their con‐
nec vity (CFM) IEEE 802.1ag and end‐to‐end with ITU‐T Y.1731 with Fault and Performance
Management over simple or mul ple provider domain.
The MPLS‐TP OAM ITU G.8113.2 enables service con nuity and performance monitoring per LSP
and PW by addi on of OAM‐LSP, OAM‐PW with Bidirec onal Forwarding Detec on, AIS, Link
Down Indica on, Route Trace, Packet Loss Measurement and Delay Measurement... all are avail‐
able for sta s cs or for iNET/iNMS system.

Protec on: Hardware, MPLS LSP and PW
With two PTN10G, internal PTN switches are redundant independently of GE, 10GE ports and 2.5 SDH
PW access. The full system O9400R/O9500R are redundant with CPU, Power supply and tributaries.
The MPLS‐TP protec on 1+1 or 1:1 for LSP in Tunnel
recover in less than 50ms. The PW and VPLS protec‐
on can support AC to AC1/AC2 services over 4 LSP.

Protec on
 LSP 1+1/1:1 <50ms
 ELPS G.8031, ERPS G.8032
 RTSP/MPSP, IEEE 802.1w/1s
Future feature **

The O9500R-PTN, a powerful hybrid node with Multiservice PDH,
SDH/SONET transport and 100GB MPLS-TP/CE switch

O9400R

SDH/SONET
ADM/TM / Cross‐Connect
2 STM16/OC48 rings and 8 slots
for PTN10G, 12 STM1, 8 STM4,
318 E1/T1, 18 E3/T3, FE/GE EoS
Circuit Protec on MSP, SNCP,
SNCP‐MESH, MS‐SPRing

O9500R SDH/SONET/PDH
ADM/TM/Cross‐Connect/DACS
2 STM16/OC48 ring, 2 PTN10G,
2 slots for: 8 STM1, 4 STM4, 128
E1/T1, E3 Protection MSP,
SNCP‐MESH
6 sl. for Mul service voice FXO,
FXS, E&M..., data RSxxx, V35,
X21… Teleprotec on, contact...

The O9500R, full redundant node with
mul ple func ons running in this node:
 SDH/SONET ADM/TM mul plexer with
dual STM16/OC48 SNCP aggregate rings,
mul ple STM1/4, E1/T1, E3/T3, EoS
tributaries
 TDM/PDH Mul service mul plexer with
6 PDH DS0/n64K cards for voice, serial,
contact, teleprotec on, EoPDH…
 PseudoWire Gateway for TDM and
SDH/SONET circuits to MPLS‐TP or CE
 100GB PTN switch, up 6x10GE, 16xGE,
op onal 2x10XGE under MPLS‐TP or
Carrier Ethernet.
O9500R‐PTN is processing simultaneously
MPLS‐TP backbone, CE access, SDH infra‐
structure, Mul service access or ADM,
and networks interconnec on over PW.
O9500R‐PTN is also a key equipment to
organize an easy migra on from the con‐
ven onal PDH/SDH/SONET to Packet for
applica ons and transport.

PTN/ MPLS‐TP
Dual 100G Switch

www.LoopTelecom.com
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Cross‐Connect
SDH / DS0

Tributaries
E1/T1 ‐ DS0

Migration of transport network for Power, Transportation, Industries

MPLS-TP Loop Telecom solutions for Critical Communication in Power transport

The new infrastructures of power grid require large transport of packet communica on. But even if they are reduced, the TDM mul service
will exist for longer me par cularly to carry conven onal SCADA and the Teleprotec on for power distribu on management and, in addi‐
on the SCADA is changing for low rate Ethernet compliant to IEC
protocols. All these technical applica ons require a very stable band‐
width, low latency with high level of security of transport.
Loop Telecom PTN MPLS‐TP hybrid systems are the key solu on of those Power Na onal and Distribu on grids telecom infrastructures.
 We use GE or GE ﬁber to carry the mix traﬃcs in Mesh infrastructure with large bandwidth and high security transport
 We provide Mul service Access for SCADA, teleprotec on, voice RTU/analog/VoIP, data sync/async… as integrated in the MPLS‐TP ma‐
chine with O
R‐PTN or as two chassis with O
R‐PTN and AM
DACS,
 We guarantee for TDM/Legacy and IP/Ethernet low rate SCADA… the ﬁxed bandwidth and lower latency when connec ng many nodes,
 We support together MPLS‐TP backbone and SDH/SONET or E /T ring network for smooth migra on.
 iNET‐EMS or iNMS‐NMS manage and create end to end TDM circuit over TDM, MPLS‐TP together with VPWS/VPLS Ethernet distribu on.

Critical communications for Transportation/Mobility, Power, Oil and Gas, Chemical complex,
sometimes request to work in parallel TDM/SDH/SONET and MPLS-TP
O9400R-PTN/O9500R-PTN run together 10GE networks and STM16/OC48 networks
Diﬀerent users look to maintain conven onal transport infrastructure together with the deployment of large Packet backbones because of
maintaining zones without migra on or exis ng engineering rule or certainly the need of me to migrate special applica ons.
Thanks to their dual processors one for TDM/SDH/SONET/PDH and one for PTN MPLS‐TP switch, each with redundant CPU and matrix, we
provide in parallel both transport infrastructures plus the Mul service and IP/Ethernet access.
O9400R‐PTN and O9500R‐PTN support:
 SDH/SONET ADM/TM STM16/OC48,
 MLPS‐TP/CE 100MB Switch,
 Mul service PDH DCS DS0/DACS,
 Full Redundant components,
 A‐to‐Z circuits over TDM and PWoMPLS‐TP,
 Ethernet over CE then MPLS‐TP VPWS/VPLS,
 MPLS‐TP/CE ERPS G.8032 protec on and
SDH/SONET MSP, SNCP, MS‐Spring protec on
 Migra on per circuit from TDM transport to
Packet PW or to na ve Packet applica ons,
 Circuit over VCxx protected by PWoMPLS,
 Single NMS for all func ons of TDM and
10G PTN with MPLS-TP or CE protocols solutions
Packet networks by iNET or iNMS with the
concep on of network as TDM organiza on,
 Single system for mul ple func on nodes to
reduce OPEX cost,
 and more

www.LoopTelecom.com
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E1/T1, Ethernet, Multiservice distribution over Packet

We produces Aggrega on
E1/T1, Ethernet backhaul
Access Mul service with
PseudoWire Gateway de‐
vices for power, mobility,
industrial applica ons.

Loop Telecom produces a large range of Access Devices for E1/T1, Mul service ap‐
plica ons and gateway to TDM PseudoWire over Ethernet or IP to carry toward the
aggrega on level. These devices facilitate the migra on when mul ple TDM sites
are installed and few ﬁber resources. The PW from these Access gateway are inte‐
grated easily in MPLS‐TP infrastructure and the iNET or iNMS management will set
the full circuit from TDM to PWoEthernet and PWoMPLS‐TP.

E1/T1 and Ethernet backhaul over fiber or cloud
IP6750 Carrier Ethernet

Aggregation & Access services
 2 x GE Combo WAN
 4 modules: 4 E1/T1 or 2 GE

Combo SFP and RJ45
PseudoWires gateway
 E1/T1, FE1/FT1, TS grooming
 64 simultaneous PWE3
 32 Clock Recovery ACR, DCR
 SAToP, CESoPSN, MEF‐8
Layer 2 switch
 SyncE GE ports, IEEE1588v2
 VLAN , Q‐in‐Q , QoS
 OAM 802.1ag, Y.1731, 802.3ah
 G.8031/32*, RSTP, MSTP*
 Web manageable

IP6704A Mul service

Layer 2 switch with WAN/LAN
 2 x 100/1000 SFP
 2 x 10/100/1000BaseT
 SyncE
 VLAN , Q‐in‐Q
TDM tributaries :
 2 x E1/T1, G704, E1‐CAS
 2 cold swappable DS0 modules:
4 E1/T1, X21, RS232/V24, V35 ,
C37.94,G703 CD,E&M, FXO/FXS

PseudoWire gateway

 16 PW, 4 with ACR
 SAToP, CESoPSN, MEF‐8*
 OAM, QoS

The IP6750 is a GE switch with two op cal GE WAN to carry Ethernet services and E1/T1 TDM circuit
over PseudoWire. This can be used as single Ethernet switch with TDM extension over simple dark
ﬁbers and suppor ng the link aggrega on protec on or over a structured cloud as a Carrier Ethernet
network with G.8031 ELPS, G.8032 ERPS*, RSTP or MSTP protec on.
Thanks to the SyncE Gigabit Ethernet and PTP 1588, the IP6750 provides frequency and me synchro‐
niza on to remote devices and following remotes over 6 chained hops. These synchroniza ons are
needed by TDM terminals and par cularly by mobile BTS/Node‐B or LTE micro‐BTS.
Used in Point‐to‐Point, or Daisy chain topology, or extension of large PTN network, this powerful Layer
2 switch support VLAN, Q‐in‐Q, QoS and OAM. Large quan es of IP6750 are used by Telco for Mobile
backhaul but also to deploy Cri cal Communica on in power, mobility, industry, military...

Multiservice TDM and Gateway to Ethernet, IP and MPLS-TP
The challenge of TDM migra on to Packet transport is to track independently each applica on because
of the constraints generate by each voice/serial data/teleprotec on end‐terminals as the interfaces,
the latency, burst… the but also to keep a solu on easy to manage and to op mize the PW, Tunnel and
to minimize the bandwidth.
Our gateways include a full access TDM mul plexer device with full electrical, ming, noise control ,
E1/T1, FXS, E&M… RS232...C37.94, with DACS cross‐connect and grooming of interfaces in FE1/E1‐CAS
per des na on before the conversion to packet. Then IP6704A or AM3440‐CHPA emulate these circuit
in PW toward up to 16 or 64 direc ons over IP/Ethernet cloud or linked to MPLS‐TP device.
Then the circuit will be established from analog/serial/… interface to TDM to PWoEth to PWoMPLS‐TP
and back to same interface at the other end. They are using the Emulta on CESoPSN or MEF‐8
(TDMoE) for framed applica on circuits and SAToP for unframe E1/T1 circuits.
TDM frequency synchroniza on can be transfer from one side with ACR/DCR mechanism or by using
SyncE from concentra on level.

IP6704A compact gateway from Mul service to PseudoWire for substa on
This modular device includes :
A Mul service access mul plexer, with voice
band E1, T1, E&M, FXS, FXO, Magneto interfaces
and synchronous data n x 64K/2Mbps, codirec‐
onal, C37.94...
A PseudoWire gateway that emulates TDM
services to PWE3 over Ethernet or IP networks,
A Layer2 switch with 4 FE/GE, 2 SFP and 2 cop‐
per as WAN or LAN. Thanks to support of VLAN,
Q‐in‐Q, OoS and CoS andvﬂow control of Ether‐
net traﬃc its op mize the PWE3 over the WAN.

AM3440‐E or AM3440‐A/C/D with CHPA high density mul service gateway

AM3440-A/C/D/E
with CCPA

Mul service Mul plexer DS0
TDM/PDH DACS ‐ 1 to 5U
 Backplane up to 64E1/T1
and up to 18 slots for

 E1/T1 copper/ﬁber, G704, CAS,
FXO, FXS, E&M, Magneto, Conf.

 RS232/422/485, V35, X21,

EIA530, C37.94, G703 CD, con‐
tact, teleprotec on,
 EoPDH, Terminal server

PseudoWire gateway
 2 x Combo GE/GX SFP
 64 PWE3 n.64kbp or 2Mbps
 SAToP, CESoPSN, MEF‐8
 ACR Clock Recovery

The AM3440 is a very complete DCS DS0/DACS mul service mul plexer, its used as node of PDH net‐
work or terminal access for analog, serial and Ethernet applica ons. This modular system is available
with 3 models using 2 CPUs and up to 64E1/FE1 backplane/tributaries, and the AM3440‐E is a 1U com‐
pact system. By using the CHPA CPU, that includes 2 GE SyncE, this TDM ADM cross‐connect mul plex‐
er adds the PseudoWire
gateway func on and sup‐
ports 64 PW packet links to
other PW gateway or to
the MPLS‐TP aggrega on
level.
Today in development, we
will add a GE MPLS‐TP/CE
switch to become a full
PTN MPLS‐TP with PTP
slave, boundary, transpar‐
ent ming support.
AM3440‐E and CHPA are
web manageable.

www.LoopTelecom.com
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Migration of transport networks for infrastructure with many sites

Ethernet and E1/T1 backhaul for 2G/3G/LTE BTS deployment

Ethernet backhaul based on IP6750 can deploy E1‐TDM for 2G BTS and E1‐IMA for 3G Node‐B, Gigabit Ethernet for 3.xG and LTE node B, and
thanks to SyncE WAN and PTP 1588 circuits, it provides frequency and phase synchroniza on to BTS and Node B. The IP6750 with WAN or
Combo tributary ports can be daisy chained to extend the backhaul and distribute data and both synchroniza on over 6 hops. IP6750 support
Carrier Ethernet 1.0 soon 2.0 for E‐Line, E‐LAN and E‐Tree infrastructure.
For large infrastructure Loop Telecom proposes the G7860A PTN MPLS‐TP aggrega on or backbone level with 6 GE/10GE SFP+ and up to 20
GE SFP to serve the IP6750 remotes devices.
Management plane can be achieved by using Loop management products. All these devices can be deployed easily for Mobile infrastructure
with iNET EMS or iNMS NMS from Loop, with NBI SNMP interface to umbrella management system.

Migration of Multi-Services applications application to IP/Ethernet transport

For large infrastructure with many exis ng TDM/PDH nodes it could be easier or more cost eﬀec ve to deploy a mixed infrastructure with a
PseudoWire Emula on from the edge device over Ethernet or IP using the exis ng links toward the MLPS‐TP concentrator and then carry the
PseudoWire over MPLS‐TP. The exis ng AM3440 mul plexer can be upgraded by the exchange of standard CPU CCA/CCB by the combined
CPU + PW Gateway CHPA. For small nodes use IP6704A or AM3440‐E.
In future, the AM3440‐E/CCPA will be upgradable with GE MPLS‐TP switch to build MPLS‐TP tunnels from TDM EDGE.

www.LoopTelecom.com
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EMS for TDM, PTN and Switch - CWDM/DWDM extension

iNET-LCT

iNET Loop‐iNET, based on scalable and modularized architecture, is an intelligent

This light Window so ware
is a Local Cra Interfaces.

network management so ware for Element Management Layer (EML) and Network
Management Layer (NML) based on Telecommunica ons Management Network
(TMN) model. It provides a GUI (graphical user interface) for the management of a
communica ons network containing Loop Telecom products and 3rd‐par es NE .

This basic version of the iNET
NMS is permi ng to set‐up
node per node locally or over
the network and gives the
vison of all se ng and cross‐
connects of the device.

Today LCT in available for the
models: AM3430, AM3440‐A/B/C/
D.E, O9400R, O9500R, O9550,
O9150S, O9170S, V4150 and other
in development*

Loop Telecom propose a
wide range of SFP, SFP+,
dual ﬁber, bidirec onal,
CWDM and DWDM to use in
all ranges: SDH, MPLS–TP/
CE and all switches.
We manufacture for Telco
and industries a modular
xWDM system for MAN and
long distance infrastructure.

WDM1800 WDM
Multi Service Platform
Both chassis support 2 CPU, 2
PS, 1 FAN modules and
CHAA chassis 15 modules
CHBA chassis 5 modules as :
 Transponders 1, 4, 8 ch.10G
 CWDM ﬁlter, DWDM ﬁlter *
 Op cal link protec on*
 EDFA‐Booster*,
 EDFA‐Preampliﬁer*
* In development
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Loop‐iNET management system is a Web based applica on and sup‐
ported by MS Windows server pla orm and MySQL RDBMS database
server.
This solu on in op on with hot standby server redundancy with au‐
toma c switchover provides high availability (HA). The system access
security is based on users with privilege access that are customized
through combina on of opera on func ons and managed NEs, user
access log with single or mul ple GUI.
Mul ‐hierarchical subnet structure allows users to provide mul ‐level
network topology display. This SNMP based management system
supports func ons including commands, alarms, and sta s cs gather‐
ing.
iNET can support up to 100,000 Network Elements (NEs) of TDM,
Ethernet and PseudoWire Loop Telecom devices and generic 3rd‐
party NE. The robust and reliable design provides ﬂexible and scala‐
ble solu on for network expansions.
For MPLS‐TP deployment and management iNET supports
some extended func ons. The system is permi ng a pre‐
conﬁgura on with the network vision and detail per PW, LSP
and Tunnel and the synchroniza on per NE.
The operator will give per NE the Global ID and Node ID to be
visible and create assisted Topology .
The operator will create both end Tunnel and PW. Then iNET
will propose Tunnel and LSP paths and will show the PW route
MAP. The system is assisted for Traﬃc Engineering se ng.
iNET provides PW OAM, Tunnel OAM, Circuit rate veriﬁca on,
port rate u liza on sta s cs and circuit maintenance.
iNET supports all Loop Telecom devices.

To op mize the ﬁber installa on par cularly for MAN infrastructure < km, Loop Telecom
proposes solu ons to share the ﬁbers with independent CWDM wavelengths for op cal
GE, GE and STM / / or OC / / links together.
To extend the GE over km and share the ﬁber Loop Telecom is developing DWDM solu‐
on with ﬁlters and EDFA‐Booster and EDFA‐Preampliﬁer.
WDM
Passive CWDM for simple point‐to‐point ﬁber op miza on for MAN: we supply the CWDM
ﬁlters at both‐end ﬁber and the colored SFP/SFP+ for the ac ve equipment. This device share an ex‐
is ng pair of ﬁber with a
nm op cal wavelength together with or new CWDM links. Each link
can support up to Gigabits. With the right SFP/SFP+ and ﬁber theses mul plexing can reach km.
WDM
a Modular system for CWDM and DWDM ﬁber op miza on and longer distance GE:
This system is available with two size of chassis. This system is using Athermal CWDM and DWDM pas‐
sive ﬁlter and managed modules with : Transponder, in development an Op cal supervisory channel can
be accessed via Transponder and also the future EDFA Booster and Preampliﬁer.
The WDM
‐CHAa and WDM
‐CHBa are U and U ” chassis with the support of and slots
for op cal modules plus one or two redundant CPU and DC or AC power supply.
Transponder modules are available for G/ GE with , ( slot) and ports ( slots) using on SFP/SFP+
standard
or
nm side customer and CWDM/DWDM version to link. This mul ple ampliﬁer ap‐
plied R func on on ﬁber signal of digital Reshaping and clock Recovery/Re ming with manual selec on
of op cal par cular rate par cularly for RF communica on between BBU and RRH.
CDWM ﬁlter modules support op cal mul plexing of or
lambdas (CWDM wavelength) for or
Rx/Tx pairs over a single bidirec onal ﬁber.
DWDM ﬁlter modules support also or lambdas in the C‐Band.
In development*:
OLP op cal link protec on modules of
mul plexed ﬁber*
OTDR module to control links*
EFDA‐Booster to amplify the DWDM m!
signal over km with a gain of dB.*
EDFA‐Preamplifer to recondi on the
op cal DWDM mul plexed signal over
km.
iNET and iNMS support*

www.LoopTelecom.com

Management, Monitoring of SDH, PDH, OTN, PWE3 and MPLS-TP

iNMS-NMS Loop‐iNMS (Integrated/Intelligent Network Management System)
is a set of so ware programs suppor ng the Loop equipment compliant to TMN.
This system manage the device of Transport Network (SDH), Access Network
(PDH), Ethernet with PseudoWire‐Emula on and PTN over MPLS‐TP.
This includes the support of mul ple GUI, End‐to‐End commissioning with several
services for small to very large infrastructure with an op onal NBI to communicate
with to an umbrella NMS.

Op cal cable Network Map

The iNMS system is a So ware package running under Linux with Oracle 11g/12c Database Server
with up to 50 simultaneous GUI on MS Windows pla orm. iNMS support several thousand SNMP Loop
nodes and 3rd‐Party NE and all service can work on Virtual server for easy evolu on of resources.
All servers, database, pollers can be build with redundancy, in op on with High Disaster Recovery and
High Availability Real‐Time Cluster (HARC) with Real‐Time Data Replica on and system redundancy.
The iNMS provides his administrators and High Level NMS with GUI of devices and Network views.
Its performs the End‐to‐end service management of Access Mul service plus TDM/SDH/SONET and
PTN MPLS‐TP transport with planning proposi on and the automa c commissioning of the nodes.

Full SNMP supports func ons including com‐
mands, alarms, and sta s cs gathering,

Viewing and prin ng of all node sta s cs,

NE Topology Map

alarm reports, conﬁgurable report design,

Enriched topology management with GIS geo‐
graphic maps, zoom and drag‐and‐drop,

Views of op cal cable connec on, cross‐
connec on, panel view, and resource trees,

Clock Distribu on Map,
System Redundancy and Protec on,
Eﬃcient performance monitoring in real‐ me
and history for PM, NE and circuits,
Alarm management with no ﬁca on via email,
GSM message (SMS), with ﬁltering,
Root Cause Analysis accurately diagnoses
faults on NEs and managed circuits by status
and severity levels,
System Access Security and many op ons to
customize your requirement.

iNMS creates/monitors TDM Circuits and PseudoWire over IP/Ethernet, MPLS‐TP
and multi‐segment transport, multiple protections and OAM at different levels:

NE Panel View

Equipment XC Map

iNMS provides the proposi on, alloca on and commissioning of
 PseudoWire End‐to‐end Circuits TDM, TDM PWoIP, TDM PWoEth, TDM PWoMPLS for Ethernet the
VPWS and VPLS over MPLS‐TP,
 Hybrid Mul ‐Segments Circuit : Access TDM + PWE3 transport
(over IP/Ethernet/MPLS‐TP) + TDM,
Mul ‐Segment
Circuit

Traﬃc Engineering
for Tunnel & PW
with Green‐Yellow‐Red

 For the IP6702A/IP6704A/IP6750/AM3440‐E with a PseudoWire gateway iNMS create and moni‐
tor the PWoIP, PWoEth with bundle protec on,

 For the G7860A and PTN10G MPLS‐TP devices and these infrastructure, iNMS supports with allo‐
ca on and commissioning the PWoEth and PWoMPLS, the Ethernet VPWS/VPSL with Tunnel, LSP
their protec on and the monitoring,
 OAM for End to End are available for the PW and LSP, at both ends for bidirec onal transmission,
 PWs and Tunnels are created with Traﬃc Engineering se ng of CIR, PIR, PBS and the Color Meter‐
ing policy per default or adapted to the par cular item.

OAM at
both‐end, bidirec onal
for LS & PW

www.LoopTelecom.com
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Packet Transport Networks (PTN) systems with MPLS-TP protocol
Models
Func ons

G7820A NEW2019

G7860A

O9400R‐PTN

O9500R‐PTN

PTN MPLS‐TP/CE
GE/10GE Switch

PTN MPLS‐TP/CE
GE/10GE Switch

PTN MPLS‐TP/CE
GE/10GE Switch card

PTN MPLS‐TP/CE
GE/10GE Switch card

‐

SDH/SONET Access‐TM

SDH/SONET ADM/TM

SDH/SONET ADM/TM

‐

PDH DCS/DACS mul plexer

‐

‐

Fix 1U

Modular 1U
Main ﬁx + 2 slots

System
1 CPU
1 or 2 AC or 2 DC 48v

1 CPU , redundant chassis stacking*
1 AC or 2 DC48v redundant

Fix GE/10GE SFP+
Fix GE

8 GE/10GE NNI/UNI

6 GE/10GE NNI/UNI

48 GE NNI/UNI

4 GE SFP NNI/UNI

Ethernet modules

‐

2 x 8 FE/GE or 8 FE/ GE SFP
or 8 FE/GE POE*

Switching capacity
Encryp on TDM/Eth.
MPLS‐TP
TDM transport
Ethernet L2 transport
Ethernet L3 transport
OAM
Protec on
SDH/SONET

120 Gbps

85 Gbps

PTN

Modular 6U
Modular 6U
2 CPU + 2 PTN MPLS‐TP
2 CPU + 2 PTN MPLS‐TP
+ 6 slots SDH trib
+ 2 sl. SDH trib + 6 sl. PDH DS0
2 redundant CPUs (CCPA) and 2 redundant PTN MPLS‐TP (PTN10G) cards
2 AC or 2 DC48v redundant power supplies

with MPLS‐TP and Carrier Ethernet 2.0*
2 x 3 GE/10GE NNI/UNI
2 x 8 GE SFP NNI/UNI
PTN‐Ext : 10 GE NNI/UNI MPLS‐TP/CE
EoS cards: 8 FE/GE ( 4 SFP+ 4 copper)

PTN‐Ext : 10 GE NNI/UNI MPLS‐TP/CE
EoS cards: 8 FE/GE ( 4 SFP+ 4 copper)

100 Gbps

Yes*

Yes*

Yes*

Support Layer 2 switching MPLS‐TP
‐

PseudoWire Emula on End‐to‐End PWE3 in CESoPS and SAToP over LSP
WPWS, VLSP or H‐VLSP Bridging, 2K VLSP instance per node

Router: Sta c, RIP, OSPF, VRRP*

Router: Sta c, RIP, OSPF, VRRP* ‐ IP/MPLS LDP **

**

Sec on/LSP/PW TP‐OAM using BFD (Per IEEE 8113.2)
LSP 1+1 and 1:1 (RFC6378) ITU: ERPS (G.8032) ‐ RFP : RSTP (802. 3) , MSTP (802.3 ) all <50ms
‐

Access only STM1/4
1 STM4 MSP or
4 STM1 MSP

Capacity
Protec on

MSP 1+1

Cross‐connect
EoS

Access only VC11/VC12/VC3/VC4

ADM/TM node : STM1/4/16 or OC3/12/48
2 ring SNCP STM16/OC48,
2 ring SNCP STM16/OC48,
maxi 16 STM1 or 12 STM4
maxi 12 STM1 or 8 STM4
MSP 1+1, SNCP, MESH SNCP and
MS‐SPRING, Dual Homing Host for O9400R only
Cross‐connect VC11/VC12/VC3/V4/VC4‐4c

EoS convert to MPLS‐TP**

EoS convert to local ports or Ethernet over MPLS‐TP

TDM

‐

Access G703

Cross‐connect G703

Cross‐connect G703 & DS0

Maximum E1/T1 G703
PDH DS0 services

‐

16 E1/T1 to 80E1/T1

378 E1/T1 or 18 E3/DS3

126 E1/T1 or 6 E3/DS3

PW(DS0/TS) grooming in E1/T1

6 slots 4 x n 64Kbps

E1/T1, G703 64k cards

E1/FE1, T1/FT1, G703 64K

Voice, serial and U li es
cards

FXS,FXO,E&M, Conference,
Magneto, VoIP, RS232, RS485, RS422,
X21,V35.. , C37.94, Teleprotec on

TDM PseudoWire PW

‐

TDM Encapsula on
ETHERNET
Services
VPLS
EoSDH/SONET & EoPDH
Synchroniza on
IEEE 1588 v2
TDM clock
Environment

‐

Temperature w FAN
Temperature FANLESS
Standard compliances

PW Emula on EDGE to EDGE : frac onal E1/T1= CES & CES‐CAS*, Unframe =SAToP, VCn/TU‐n/VT‐n/STS‐n=CEP
PW/LSP (TDM over MPLS‐TP), "Dry Mar ni", MEF‐8 (TDMoE), TDMoverIP
Any GE/10GE interface can be use as NNI Network or UNI local LAN interface
E‐Line, E‐LAN, E‐Tree according to MEF 9 & 14 over VPWS/WPLS, Na ve Ethernet, VLAN simple/double tagging Q‐in‐Q
VPLS and H‐VPLS bridging, 32K MAC addresses, 2K VPLS instance, Split horizon to prevent forwarding loops
EoS

EoS & EoPDH

SyncE on all GE/10GE ports with ESMC Massage Channel
**

PTP clocks : Ordinary/Bundary/Transparent, ToD, 1 PPS output

‐

Clock Input/Output: 2Mbps/2Mbps, SSM, on E1/T1 an STM‐xx/Ocxx ports

Versions Fan, Fanless*
‐5 to +55°c
‐40 to +70°c (DC only)
FCC Part 15 Subpart B, Class A ‐
CE ‐ Safety IEC60950‐1

Other compliances

Management

Versions Fan, Fanless**
Versions Fan, Fanless
‐40 to +65°c
‐10 to +50°C
‐20 to 65°C
‐20 to 55°C
FCC Part 15 Subpart B, Class A ‐ CE ‐ FCC Part 15 Subpart B, Class A ‐ CE ‐
Safety IEC60950‐1
Safety IEC60950‐1
IEC61850*, EN50121‐4*
IEC61850, EN50121‐4*
SNMP v1, v2, v3, in CLI over Telnet, SSH via Ethernet or Console port

LCT Interface
iNET (EMS)
iNMS (NMS)

Versions Fan, Fanless*
‐10 to +50°C
‐20 to 55°C*
FCC Part 15 Subpart B, Class A ‐ CE ‐
Safety IEC60950‐1
IEC61850, EN50121‐4*

Node administra on, Windows GUI
2019 Q4*

Windows GUI , Graphic cross‐connect, vision of programed circuit

2019 Q4*

Support Transport, Access, PW3R or MPLS‐TP circuits, automa c nodes commissioning, synchroniza on,

* in development or qualiﬁca on for 2019 , ** in development for 2020
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